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Unless you happen to "be one of those exceptional housekeepers who

enjoys spending summer days over a wash-tub or ironing-board, you will

sympathize with the writer of one of this week's letters.

Writes this listener: "Some day when you are reporting research on

home problems, won't you tell us whether anyone has made a study of ways to

re luce the midsummer home laundry load. That is my biggest problem at this

season. The combination of hot weather and white or light clothes increases

ray weekly job of washing, cleaning and pressing just about a hundred percent.

You don't find me lounging in the hammock on summer afternoons, or enjoying

the outdoors as I should like. I spend my hours struggling to keep my family

and myself clean and pressed."

As far as I know, no scientist has reported any formal research on

this laundry- saving problem. But I happen to be acquainted with someone who

has given a good deal of thought and study to such practical clothing matters.

This is Miss Clarice Scott of the clothing division of the Bureau of Home
Economics.

When I referred this letter to Miss Scott, she said that the fabrics,

the style and the construction of summer clothes all have much to do with

whether the laundry load is heavy or light. She thinks that fabrics especially
are worth considering from the cleaning and pressing standpoint before you
select your summer wardrobe. For she has found that some fabrics wrinkle or

become limp easily, so need frequent pressing, while others will stand long
wear without showing it. Then, some fabrics are difficult to wash and iron

while others wash out quickly and iron the same way. Some fabrics show soil

easily; others seem to be soil resistant.

Of course, you know that some of the worst "wrinklers" among summer
fabrics have been the linens, particularly the thin handkerchief linens, and
such thin cottons as organdie, lawn and voile. An hour's wear is enough to

make some of these materials ready to return to the ironing board. Cheap
sleazy lawns have a habit of becoming limp and clingy, baggy at the back of
the skirt, especially in hot moist weather. So Miss Scott says that unless
yoi are an inveterate presser and don't object to wielding a hot iron day in
and day out, these are not the best choices for dress material.
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In her experience, many other summer fabrics cause much less trouble

from wrinkling. For example, she mentions the knitted cottons and silks, the

soft weaves of silk, and the new cotton laces. She also mentions the new

crease-resistant cottons, linens and synthetics. As I told you a few weeks

ago, you can now find on the market cotton voiles, handkerchief and heavier

linens, and some synthetics treated with resin to prevent wrinkling. Though

these new fabrics are not entirely proof against all creasing, they do crease

less and they recover from wrinkles more quickly than untreated fabrics. Most

}f them are unusually easy to press.
>

Then, certain fabrics are labor-savers because you can iron them dry.

Aaong these are the old reliable pongees and shantungs as well as the newer

synthetic sheers, cotton laces and wrinkle-resistant voiles. Finally, a few

fabrics require no ironing at all — for example, some of the rough cotton-knits.

As for this matter of soil, Miss Scott finds that some material shows

soil quickly while others will take long wear and still look fresh and clean.

Probably the fabrics that pick up soil most easily are the napped materials —
those with a fuzzy finish. A smooth surface, on the other hand, resists soil.

Miss Scott says that most of the new crease-resistant fabrics also seem to be
dirt-resistant. Of course, design and color have much to do with whether a

dress soils easily. Light plain colors need the most frequent laundering.
Small all-over designs and prints with dark backgrounds probably show soil
least of all.

As far as ease in both washing and ironing are concerned, Miss Scott
says the thinner fabrics are usually better than the heavy ones. Thick heavy
cottons are often difficult to handle in the wash tub and just as difficult
to get smooth and dry on the ironing board. Among the fabrics that are too
heavy to launder easily are pique, unbleached muslin, denim and the heavy cotton
dress fabrics resembling canvas or sailcloth. Some of the synthetic materials
and silks too become stiff and heavy in the r sh-tub, or draw up and become
difficult to clean. Some rayon linen also thickens and stiffens when wet and
is hard to dry out.

Well, there are the fabri c facts that may influence your summer laundry
load. Now just a word about the construction and design of your clothes. Gen-
erally, the simpler the pattern, the easier the dress is to care for. Extra
pleats, frills, set-in pockets, double collars, double turn-back cuffs and so
on all make the ironing job more difficult. The plain gored skirt is easier to
iron than the skirt with pleats or set-in folds. And the dress of simple lines,
particularly if it opens all the way down, is usually the easiest to press.
As for the construction of the dress, that is important, too. If seams are
"fide and thick, they are hard to dry out and press smooth. Any heavy bulky
spots in the dress should be trimmed out as the dress is made or they will always
cause ironing trouble and the material will wear out at these places first before
the rest of the dress.

By the way, among the many new fabrics that Miss Scott has found prac-
tical for summer wear, she gives special mention to cotton lace. This inexpen-
sive, cool, but firm material which now comes in so many designs and colors is
very easy to wash and irons dry on the wrong side. It is also easy to make up
because it requires only straight flat seams with 2 or 3 rows of machine-stitch-
lng. No binding or turning of the rough edges is necessary because the material
"ill not fray or ravel. Because the material has some "give" in its weave, it
fits well — will still fit if you lose or gain a few pounds. And perhaps best
of all it takes top rank as a laundry- saver.




